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Proper storage of manual motor starters and
relevant accessories
Electromechanical equipment is usually stored for a certain
period under varying climatic conditions before its
installation. The proper storage environment is
fundamental to ensure functional operation.
Improper storage conditions may cause failures in the
switching and protection functions of the equipment.
Following the recommendations of this document reduces
the risk of such failures when using manual motor starters
and accessories like auxiliary/signaling contacts or
electrical releases.
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_

Scope
We suggest to follow the recommendations described in this document to ensure proper storage of
ABB's manual motor starters (MS1xx and MO1xx series) and relevant accessories like auxiliary
contacts (HK1 and HKF1), signaling contacts (SK1 and CK1), shunt trips (AA1) and undervoltage releases
(UA1), even if for a short time, before being put into service.
The following recommendations in this document are not exhaustive and are applicable to all ABB manual
motor starters (MS1xx and MO1xx series) and relevant accessories as listed above.
On receipt of product, the customer takes full responsibility for the storage of products and adapts
these recommendations to their own particular cases.
Nonetheless any clause to the contrary, ABB shall not be liable for any damages, claims or losses, etc.,
directly or indirectly connected to the present recommendations for storage.
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1. General cautions at products arrival to storage areas
−
−

Corroborate the equipment information on the receipt
Protect packages of equipment with a waterproof cover

_
2. Ambient air temperature and humidity
The equipment is intended to be stored at the ambient air temperature (*) range from
-50 °C to +80 °C.
The relative humidity of the air must not exceed 50 % at a temperature of +40 °C. Higher relative humidity is permitted at lower temperatures (e.g. 90 % at +20 °C); for higher temperature, lower relative
humidity is permitted (e.g. 20 % at 70 °C).
Equipment is intended to be stored inside a stable temperature environment:
−

Quick or low temperature variation can create condensation inside the product and damage it.

−

Sudden changes of temperature must be avoided: in case the equipment is subjected to quick
changes of temperature, it is mandatory to check that there is no presence of condensation on
the devices before putting into service.

(*) Ambient air temperature is the temperature near the device.

_
3. Precipitation and wind
It is important to protect the equipment from rain, hail, snow, wind or the combined effect of precipitation and wind. The equipment must be stored in a room or warehouse sheltered from the elements.
Additional protection may be considered to cover the equipment packages with a waterproof cover on
the upper, lower, and lateral surfaces of the packages in regards to the storage room or warehouse environment.

_
4. Air pressure
The upper limit for air pressure inside the storage area must not exceed 107% of the air pressure at sea
level.
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5. Solar radiation
The equipment has to be stored in a covered room or warehouse as it is important to protect it from direct solar radiation: exposure to solar radiation causes peak temperatures that can damage plastic
materials and grease.
If the air temperature is regularly close to the allowed lower temperature limit (-50 °C), it is mandatory to
keep the equipment in a covered room because the radiation can further reduce the temperature in many
parts, accelerating the aging phenomena.
Sudden changes of temperature must be avoided. In case equipment is subjected to fast changes of
temperature; it is mandatory to verify there is no presence of condensation on the devices before putting it into service.

_
6. Dust, sand and smoke
Dust, sand and smoke cause damages and rapid wear of products; these effects are increased by high
wind speed. The presence of dust and sand is influenced by several factors like the type of terrain, wind,
temperature, humidity and precipitation. The combination of these factors can also contribute to the
damage of the equipment. Desert or seaside regions are more likely to experience these phenomena.
Dust and sand concentration and the presence of large particles are increased with higher wind speed.
It is mandatory to protect the packages of equipment with a sealed waterproof cover.
Particularly critical locations are mills, cement mills, sawmills and similar places where sedimentation
arises throughout a manufacturing process. Other critical places are locations where dust storms occur
or around a vehicle in motion on dusty roads. It is strictly recommended to avoid the storage in these
plants or places.

_
7. Salt mist
The atmosphere over the sea and in coastal areas is largely saline, consisting of solid particles of salt or
small drops of saline solution, among other components. The constituent parts of a saline atmosphere
are approximately equal to those found in the sea.
If the equipment must be stored in coastal areas, it is recommended to protect the packages of equipment with a sealed waterproof cover, to avoid corrosion.
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8. Chemical agents
If the equipment must be stored in environments where the atmosphere can contain aggressive chemical substances, it is recommended to protect the packages of equipment with a sealed waterproof
cover.
The most aggressive chemical substances for circuit breakers are: sulphur dioxide, hydrogen sulphide,
chlorine, hydrogen fluoride, ammonia, ozone and nitrogen oxides.

_
9. Vibration and shock
Vibration and shock references are valid under the condition that the equipment is stored inside its original packages without any damages.
Maximum values allowed for stationary sinusoidal vibrations are:
− Displacement amplitude 0.3 mm for frequency range 2 Hz … 9 Hz
− Acceleration amplitude 1 m/s2 for frequency range 9 Hz … 200 Hz
Occasionally non-stationary vibrations, including shocks, are allowed if the shock response spectrum is
type I ( ref. IEC 60721-3-1) and peak acceleration is less than 40 m/s2.

_
10. Seismic phenomena
The vibration nature of the ground motion (both horizontal and vertical) can be magnified in foundationmounted products: for any given ground motion the magnification depends on the characteristic
frequencies of vibration of the system (soil, foundation and product) and on the mechanism of damping.
In seismic regions, the equipment must be stored on a foundation suitable to reduce the magnitude of
vibrations.
The storage area and storage support systems must not contribute to magnifying the vibrations amplitude.
− If during the storage period, the equipment is subjected to a moderate earthquake (persisting
for 15 s to 30 s and Richter magnitude degree up to 3), no actions are required.
− If during the storage period, the equipment is subjected to a medium earthquake (persisting for
more than 30 s or Richter magnitude degree from 4 up to 6), it is mandatory to check every functionality of the product.
− If during storage period, the equipment is subjected to a strong earthquake (persisting for more
than 60 s or Richter magnitude degree higher than 6), it is strictly recommended not to put the
equipment in service.
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11. Flora and fauna
In geographical areas with warm damp climates, fauna and flora (especially insects and micro-organisms, such as mold and bacteria) will find a favorable condition of life. Humid or wet rooms in buildings
or rooms for processes producing humidity are suitable living spaces for rodents, insects and micro-organisms. If the surface of the product carries layers of organic substances (e.g. grease, oil, dust) or
deposits of animal or vegetable origin, these surfaces become an ideal media for mold and bacteria formation.
It is important to avoid deposits from fauna on the packages of the equipment (especially from insects,
rodents and birds) like:
− Presence of the animals themselves
− Building of nests or settlements
− Feed stocks
− Metabolic products and enzymes
It is important to avoid deposits from flora on packages of the equipment like:
− Detached parts of plants (leaves, blossom, seeds, fruits, etc.)
− Growth layers of cultures of molds or bacteria and effects of their metabolic products

_
12. Fire exposure
In case of possible fire exposure, the equipment must be stored following these indications:
− No presence of fire sources in the room
− Absent of every kind of fuel in the room
− Absent of combusting gases in the room
− At least one meter of distance from surfaces with an external temperature over 80 °C.

_
13.

Pollution degree

The pollution degree refers to the environmental conditions for which the equipment is intended. The
micro-environment determines the effects on the insulation; it includes all factors influencing the
insulation, such as climatic and electromagnetic conditions, generation of pollution, etc. For equipment
fitted inside an enclosure and intended for usage inside of it, the pollution degree of the environment is
applicable to the enclosure.
According to IEC 60947, in general conditions or unless otherwise stated by the relevant product standards, pollution degree of industrial applications can be assumed as “Pollution degree 3”
(Conductive pollution occurs, or dry, non-conductive pollution occurs which becomes conductive due to
condensation).
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14. Mode of storage
−

Keep the equipment in the original package

−

Position the packages of equipment on a horizontal surface, not in direct contact with the floor,
but on a suitable support surface

_
15. Putting equipment into service
Visual inspection of the equipment looking for: dust, cleanliness, plastic cracking or corrosion on the
connecting parts, can be an indication of the performance or the storage conditions.
Before putting the equipment into service, it is mandatory to follow all instructions included in the
installation documentation supplied with the equipment or on ABB's webpages.
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ABB STOTZ-KONTAKT GmbH
Eppelheimer Straße 82
69123 Heidelberg, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 6221 701-0
Fax: +49 (0) 6221 701-1325
E-Mail: info.desto@de.abb.com

You can find the address of your local sales organization
on the ABB home page

Note
We reserve the right to make technical changes or modify the contents of this document without prior notice.
With regard to purchase orders the agreed particulars
shall prevail. ABB does not accept any responsibility
whatso-ever for potential errors or possible lack of information in this document.
Exclusion of liability
ABB is not responsible for the implementation, verification, and validation of the overall safety system. It is the
responsibility of the system integrator (or other party)
who is responsible for the overall system and system
safety. The system integrator (or other responsible
party) must make sure that the entire implementation
complies with all relevant standards. directives and local
electrical code. and that the system is tested. verified
and validated correctly.
We reserve all rights in this document and in the subject
matter and illustrations contained therein. Any reproduction. disclosure to third parties or utilization of its
contents - in whole or in parts – is forbidden without the
prior written consent of ABB.
© Copyright 2021 ABB. All rights reserved. Specifications
subject to change without notice.
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